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I. Key Findings

The Yale School of Public Health’s Humanitarian Research Lab (HRL) identifies conflict-related damage in Abu Shouk Internally Displaced Persons (IDP) camp inside northwest El-Fasher as of 23 May 2024 consistent with reports of fighting between Rapid Support Forces (RSF) and Sudan Armed Forces (SAF) and their-aligned forces in the area. This damage indicates RSF presence in additional civilian areas of El-Fasher and the opening of a northwestern front in RSF’s multidirectional assault on the city. The fighting in the northwest follows recent attacks on the northeast, east, and southeast neighborhoods of El-Fasher. Audio consistent with artillery bombardment, small arms, and ground fighting in multiple directions across several neighborhoods throughout the city is audible in open sources in El-Fasher at time of publication on 23 May 2024.

Yale HRL identifies conflict-related thermal scarring within northern and western areas of Abu Shouk IDP camp between 22 and 23 May 2024. The damage in these locations is consistent with an expansion of the fighting in El-Fasher, including RSF ground penetration into Abu Shouk IDP Camp on or around 23 May 2024. The current presence of RSF forces in Abu Shouk IDP camp cannot be confirmed.

Open sources have reported that there is fighting between RSF and SAF-aligned forces near the Mellit Gate area with bombardments and small arms the morning of 22 May 2024. Open sources have also claimed that RSF has allegedly beaten, tortured, and extrajudicially detained displaced persons and civilians and looted their belongings in Abu Shouk Camp.

Additionally, Yale HRL finds two locations of conflict-related damage in the Tijaniya Extension neighborhood inside the northeast of El-Fasher city between 20 and 22 May 2024. This damage likely occurred on 21 May 2024 based on Yale HRL analysis of VIIRS thermal anomaly data. One location is next to Al Nakheel Girls Primary School. It is not clear in satellite imagery at this time if the primary school has sustained damage.

Finally, Yale HRL identified thermal scarring and conflict-related damage to the Mahata Kharaba El-Fasher (El-Fasher Power Station) between 20-22 May 2024. Attribution is currently unclear: RSF released a statement stating that SAF conducted aerial bombardment on El-Fasher Power Station on 20 May 2024, after RSF gained control of the power station. Other open sources reported that RSF’s artillery fire in the eastern neighborhoods, near the El-Fasher Power Station, caused a fire. Open sources report power outages and communication network outages across El-Fasher.

II. Human Security Analysis

RSF and SAF combat in and around Abu Shouk represents a major deterioration in the human security situation inside and around El-Fasher. The events documented by Yale HRL in and around Abu Shouk in recent days are the first confirmed incidents of an IDP camp near El-Fasher being directly affected on a large scale by RSF’s current offensive operations in El-Fasher. While sporadic incidents have been reported involving RSF and SAF as early as December 2023 in Abu Shouk, the damage to civilian structures,
combined with open source reporting of RSF engaging in alleged human rights abuses of civilians, is a critical development. Unchecked, more damage and casualties inside Abu Shouk camp should be expected in the immediate future.

As of 23 May 2024, RSF is now confirmed by Yale HRL to be advancing steadily from at least three directions of attack – north, east, and southeast – into El-Fasher city, moving towards its interior. Yale HRL assesses that the potential for a western flank to open at any time, adding a fourth direction of attack to the previously documented three fronts, is possible. Given significant levels of arson attacks to civilian communities west and southwest of El-Fasher, it can be reasonably assumed that other RSF forces that have not yet joined the fight in El-Fasher are in the city’s vicinity at unknown locations.

As of this report Yale HRL now assesses that 30 communities within at least the past two months have been allegedly attacked by RSF around the city of El-Fasher within 21-100 km. This total is three more than the total number of communities that Yale HRL documented in the first four months of the current war. Thus, RSF’s current apparent tempo of village destruction since March 2024 around El-Fasher is at least equal or higher than their tempo of arson attacks appeared to be in the initial phase of the war that began in April 2023.

The fighting in Abu Shouk has led to multiple casualties, including deaths, and an estimated 60% of the population has fled Abu Shouk.

Abu Shouk is an internally displaced persons (IDP) camp that is home to the survivors of the 2003-5 Darfur Genocide. The community is almost entirely composed of non-Arab populations, predominantly Fur with significant Zaghawa, Tunjur, and Berti populations as of 2013. The Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC) last estimated the population of Abu Shouk to be approximately 105,000 people as of November 2022. Within Abu Shouk camp, there are approximately 12 shelter camps hosting IDPs.

Power outages in El-Fasher create significant human security threats, including disruptions to telecommunications and interference with essential services such as the functioning of hospitals, and may also negatively affect water and sanitation services at a critical moment in which the risk of waterborne disease is already high.

On 21 May 2024, Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF) began evacuating management and administrative staff members from El-Fasher “due to ongoing heavy fighting in the city” but will continue operational work in El-Fasher including Zamzam camp.

Methodology

Yale HRL utilizes data fusion methodologies of open source and public and commercially available remote sensing data. Yale HRL produced this report through the cross-corroboration of open source and remote sensing data, including satellite imagery and thermal sensor data.
Place names were identified using UN P-codes obtained via the United Nations Humanitarian Data Exchange (HDX) and International Organization for Migration (IOM)'s Displacement Tracking Matrix (DTM) Sudan. This baseline source of information was then verified and informed through open source analysis by Yale HRL's analysts with relevant cultural and linguistic skills. In some cases, communities may have names similar to other communities or may be known by multiple names.

Specific coordinates have been provided to support the further identification and disambiguation of specific place names and community locations. Human security concerns were accounted for as part of the decision to release specific coordinates; potential civilian risk was rated minimal because these communities have already been visibly attacked, and in the case of combat activity and coordinates are released, it is assessed that the combatants are aware of this situation.
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Abu Shouk IDP Camp, El-Fasher

CONFLICT-RELATED DAMAGE TO CAMP BETWEEN 22 - 23 MAY 2024

According to imagery analysis, thermal scarring was observed inside Abu Shouk IDP camp between 22 and 23 May 2024.
Abu Shouk Camp Compound, El-Fasher

CONFLICT-RELATED DAMAGE TO CAMP COMPOUND BETWEEN 22 - 23 MAY 2024

According to imagery analysis, thermal scarring was observed at the southeast corner within the compound inside the Abu Shouk IDP Camp between 22 and 23 May 2024.
Mahata Kharaba El-Fasher (El-Fasher Power Station), El-Fasher

CONFLICT-RELATED DAMAGE TO THERMAL POWER STATION 20 - 22 MAY 2024

Analysis of satellite imagery shows thermal scarring and damage to the transformers at the Mahata Khara El-Fasher (El-Fasher Power Station) in El-Fasher between 20 and 22 May 2024.
According to imagery analysis, thermal scarring was observed at the Tijaniya Extension neighborhood, inside the northeast of El-Fasher city, between 20 and 22 May 2024.
**CONFLICT-RELATED DAMAGE OBSERVED BETWEEN 20 - 22 MAY 2024**

According to imagery analysis, thermal scarring was observed at the Tijaniya Extension neighborhood, next to Al Nakheel Girls Primary School, inside the northeast neighborhood of El-Fasher city, between 20 and 22 May 2024. According to analysis of VIIRS data, the time of new thermal scarring can be narrowed down to 21 May 2024.
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